Acknowledgment of JAISE reviewers in 2021

Over the past thirteen years of its life, our journal has been supported by a large number of colleagues who contributed with their time and expertise to assess the quality of the submissions to JAISE and helped decide which papers qualify to be published. These reviewers are an important part of the JAISE community and we would like to explicitly thank all of them for their valuable contributions.

The effort of reviewers often remains unnoticed in the community served by a journal, especially in a blind review system. Since eight years ago, we have been acknowledging the participation of our reviewers in the making of JAISE.

As a second step towards making our gratitude explicit and highlighting the importance of the contributions made by our reviewers, we have also implemented the practice of selecting two reviewers each year who have consistently provided detailed and quality reviews and inviting them to serve as part of the Editorial Board of JAISE.

The list of reviewers in 2021 includes:1


JAISE Editors-in-Chief
Hamid Aghajan
Juan Carlos Augusto

JAISE Associate Editor
Andrés Muñoz Ortega

1Names appear as they have been entered in the system.